Hi, I'm Scarlett a fourth year English student (so old - I know!) who's passionate about green and sustainable living. I want to make sure that college operates in an eco-friendly manner and to help educate the Downing community about what we can each do to live more sustainably.

I've got lots of experience working with college from my previous JCR roles as Head Frep, Ents Officer and from being on the May Ball committee. I've been on a journey with trying to live more sustainably for a few years now and I'd love to share everything that I've learnt with you all.

**AIMS**

- Encourage college to set up a green fund and to get involved with uni wide green initiatives
- Update the sustainability guide with recent data and facts, more information about where to buy sustainable products from (i.e. food, beauty products etc.), vegan recipes and more!
- Liaise with college on their plans for the new student centre
- Revive the Downing JCR Green Facebook page to circulate information clearly; updates on here and via email
- Try to set up a service where students can pay a small fee to buy an eco-friendly package of shampoo bars, shower gel etc. (like the period products system)
- Review the recycling and food waste bin system to check it’s functioning effectively
- Encourage house keeping to use more sustainable products i.e. recycled paper hand-towels, eco-friendly cleaning products
- Work more closely with other JCR officers, such as ents and gender equality
- More vegan options and sustainably sourced meals in Hall
- A vegan formal (once we can finally have them again!)
- Fulfil Lottie and Georgie’s dreams of having a herb garden in college <3
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